Faculty in Management

A
Laura Lovell Alderson
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN MANAGEMENT
253 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
llalders@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

Jump to index

B
Meg Barnes
INSTRUCTOR AND DIRECTOR OF UNDERGRADUATE CAREER PREPARATION
253 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mbarnes@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

John P Berns
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT
253 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jberns@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

Maria Bailey Berns
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT
253 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
Danielle Suzette Beu Ammeter
ASSISTANT DEAN FOR UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS AND INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT
253 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dammeter@bus.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

Ellis Bledsoe
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN MANAGEMENT
253 Holman Hall
University, MS 38677
ebledso@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

Allyn Cascio
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT
344 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
awhite2@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

Aleta Lynn Crawford
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT
1918 BRIAR RIDGE ROAD
TUPELO, MS 38801
acrawford@bus.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6229

Walter D Davis
WILLIAM W GRESHAM JR ENTREPRENEURIAL PROFESSOR, FACULTY DIRECTOR OF THE MBA PROGRAM, AND PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT
320 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
wdavis@bus.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

Charles Dibrell
CHAIR OF ENTREPRENEURIAL EXCELLENCE AND PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT DEPT
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ccdibrell@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1986

David Ernest Flautt
Adjunct Instructor in Management
253 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dflautt@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

Dwight D Frink
PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT
238 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dfrink@bus.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5834
G
Richard John Gentry
FOUNDERS CHAIR OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT
339 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rigentry@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 259-5820

Jump to index

H
Bud Hamilton
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT
YERBY CENTER- DESOTO CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
bhamilton@bus.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 342-4765

Mark Randal Harrington
Visiting Instructional Assistant Professor of Management
253 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rharrin@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

George Haymans
Adjunct Instructor in Management
253 Holman Hall
University, MS 38677
colreb@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

Jump to index

J
Aneesha Jennings
Adjunct Instructor in Management
253 Holman Hall
University, MS 38677
apijenni1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

Paul D Johnson
CHAIR AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT AND THOMAS COLBERT LECTURER N ENTREPRENEURSHIP
244 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
pjohnso@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

Jump to index

K
Jisun Kim
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT
253 Holman Hall
University, MS 38677
jkim39@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

Jump to index

L
Khristinn Leitch
Adjunct Instructor in Management
253 Holman Hall
University, MS 38677
kkleitch@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

Jump to index
M
Frank Bell Markham
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT
UNIV. OF MISS. - DESOTO, 5197 W.E. ROSS PKY
SOUTHAVEN, MS 38671
fmarkham@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 342-4765

Tong Meng
INSTRUCTOR AND DIRECTOR OF PROGRAMS IN THE CENTER FOR INNOVATION AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP
CONNER 10
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
tmeng@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2213

Jeremy David Meuser
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT
253 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jmeuser@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

Jump to index

N
Milorad Novicevic
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT
245 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mnovicevic@bus.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 380-6012

Jump to index

P
Eugene Taeha Paik
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT
253 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
etpaik@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

Jump to index

R
Andrew Hamilton Robertson
Adjunct Instructor in Management
253 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ahrobert@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

Jump to index

S
Stuart Earl Schafer
INSTRUCTOR IN MANAGEMENT, TEMPORARY
253 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
sschafer@bus.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

Jump to index

W
Julia Browning Welch
Instructor in Management, Temporary
253 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jbwelch1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
Emeritus Faculty

C

Mary Ann Connell
Adjunct Professor of Law
120 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mconnell@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7069

Jump to current faculty

P

JOSEPH G P PAOLILLO
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF MANAGEMENT
245 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
paolillo@bus.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7493